
Exceptional Magic & 
Outstanding Events
If you are hoping to make yours an exceptional event, with 

exceptional entertainment, welcome to The 3 Magicians. Simply the 

best in modern, bespoke, contemporary sleight of hand magic, x3! 

In fact we are so confident that our entertainment will go down well 

we offer a money back guarantee, because we will bring reactions & 

laughter like these, that will make your event outstanding...

That was one of the best nights 

entertainment we have ever had. 

Martin Hess, Hewlett Packard VP.

Performed by 3 highly experienced professional magicians, each with our own 

area of expertise (misdirection, mind reading and pickpocketing), your guests will gasp in 

amazement and laugh in wonder. Unlike any other act we have the versatility and variety 

of entertainment skills to be able to entertain throughout an event: from the moment 

guests arrive, during the reception drinks, at tables throughout dinner and with an after 

dinner comedy show. It makes our magic act unique and a great alternative to an after 

dinner speaker or a singing waiters act: we provide a lot more pound for pound, ensuring 

that you get an outstanding event that your guests will remember and talk about for a long 

time to come.

the evening was a complete success and the feedback from 

all the guests has been probably the best we have had so far. 

The 3 Magicians were absolutely amazing. People could not 

stop talking about how impressive they were. 
Claire Holland, Inspace Partnership.
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If you attend corporate events on a regular basis, or more 

exclusive weddings and private parties, it is quite likely that you 

have been previously entertained by opera singing waiters. If 

you liked the concept and you want to surprise and create an 

impression on your clients, staff or friends at your next dinner 

this is something new...

You couldn’t have had more 

glowing reviews. 
Debbie Ball, Ball Associates.

"Magic on the Menu" provides a whole new twist to the 

standard format of “table-hopping” magic. There's no card 

tricks, no theatrical magical introduction, and it is not a "wacky 

waiter" show. It’s an astounding magical evening, that’s full of 

fun and surprising for your guests: simply good, polished, proven 

entertainment that transforms what could be just another dinner 

into an unforgettable event.

We were guests at the wedding of Chris 

and Lin in Windermere. You were absolutely 

brilliant and we are still laughing about it 

now! 
Liz Bailey (Guest).

Magic on the Menu 
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Disguised as genuine waiters from the start  

The 3 Magicians amuse diners with plausible, but 

particularly eccentric service, from taking coats to serving 

canapés our unusual personalities slowly develop and 

the introduction of some impromptu magic takes guests 

by surprise. Keeping low-key during the reception drinks 

we typically help to seat people, place their napkins, 

serve water and wine etc. gradually upping the magic 

ante. Oddly enough keeping everything very subtle 

initially works best. 

One of the strengths of our act comes from the slow, delayed realisation that the evening has been spoofed. 

It can have a far stronger effect when your guests see their waiter bend a spoon or make a bottle vanish 

than when a magician does it! Our antics comically escalate between courses and it slowly dawns on 

guests that they have been a part of an undercover magical scam.
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An intelligent, sophisticated twist on 

traditional magic.
Darrell Matthews, IoD North West.

Once our cover is finally fully blown we can combine to present 

our finale comedy magic after dinner show (we can also 

personalise our magic to your company or event). If time is 

limited this can be a 5 minute act that will get everyone clapping 

and laughing (we typically then hand over to the host, awards 

or speaker) up to a 45 minute show. With outstanding magic, 

participation, laughter and maybe even the MD as an assistant: 

we can even make him/her appear (but not vanish I'm afraid!).

Everything went really well with Magic on 

the Menu. They were great guys and had our 

colleagues in awe! ... Please pass on my thanks to 

the boys, they were very easy to work with and it 

was a pleasure to meet them. Anne-Marie Jarvis. Eon.

We have performed “Magic on the Menu” at events throughout 

the UK, in Germany, Oman, Dubai etc, and at celebrity & premiership 

footballers’ weddings. We also have an NDA available if necessary. And 

once you have used us in our undercover roll you could always use us 

again as genuine magicians for the same audience the next year! (To 

use an example both Hewlett Packard and KFC have now used  

The 3 Magicians for 4 years in a row at their events)...
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Corporate Dinners. The modern life-blood of magic. The 3 

Magicians entertain with the very best in close-up sleight of hand 

magic, during the reception drinks and with outstanding table-

hopping magic throughout dinner. Exceptional sleight of hand 

and unique magical effects that are at the cutting edge of close-

up magic.

Awesome
Robyn Gaeth, GSK

Black Tie & Exclusive Formal Events. In our immaculate formal attire The 3 Magicians differentiating 

ourselves from your guests and bring a little classical style by performing elegant sleight of hand magic in top 

hats and tail suits - with wit and bonhomie. Helping to make the atmosphere a little more distinguished our 

complimentary styles of magic ensure that your guests will be Royally entertained. 

Hi Matt The feedback 

we have had has been 

fantastic. We are all 

so impressed... I will be 

recommending you to 

others.

Sue Smith, Gem Distribution Ltd

After Dinner Comedy Magic Show: it does what it says on the tin (we are a safe option!).

What an excellent evening's entertainment. We booked The 3 

Magicians for our Chamber awards dinner. Their act kept the crowd 

buzzing and they amazed even the toughest cynics with a smooth 

mixture of humour, mischief and top drawer magic. A great night.

Jo James, Chief Executive, Kent Invicta Chamber of Commerce

Having worked closely together at a decade of private and business 

events, entertaining Royalty to boot, we are a highly experienced trio of 

magicians. Whether your event has a few dozen guests or a conference 

with hundreds we are flexible, friendly and professional. We’d love to 

come and entertain and are happy to discuss how we might suit your 

event. We look forward to hearing from you!

Contact: The 3 Magicians. 

Web: www.the3magicians.co.uk   Email: info@thethreemagicians.co.uk 

Tel: 07973 890401. (Trading as Think Magic Ltd). 
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